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Carlos Cordero

When I was asked to present a paper at this seminar

Communication in Latin America, taking as my point of

of the subject and a critique, I was at f i rs t overcome

After having thought the matter out more coolly I realised

due both to a practical consideration and to a personal

The former i s that the subject appears manageable

very far-reaching, and even controversial. The l a t t e r ,

with my audience and with myself— consists in the fact

developed a certain tendency toward skepticism when I

In order to talk about communication for development

one must explore some very troubled ground, one must

unpredictable as human behavior i tse l f . It i s never an

less so when one endeavors to encompass the most signif:

problem, even in a very simplified manner. Moreover, I

foremost because of the difficulty of confronting the

economic machinery that controls communication and

invisibly, nationally and internationally.

on the topic of Social

departure a general review

a certain anxiety,

that my reaction was

inclination.

but i s in real i ty complex,

—let me be honest both

that over the years I have

this topic,

in a meaningful way

paths as winding an

easy task, and i s even

.cant variables of the

am skeptican f i r s t and

p<|werful poli t ical and

i t , visibly and

by

address

channels



Secondly, my skepticism is heightened when I cast @ glance over the motley

array of theories which are current —often unrealistic, divergent, and ,

couched in esoteric terms as if to bar access even to the initiated, and to those

who, although they may be laymen, are willing and able to do something to foster

change.

What I mean to say is that, even if we acknowledge that much research

remains to be done in the field of communication, theoreticians and their theories

are legion but very little of this yields any benefit at decision-making levels,

and even less at the grass-roots level.

The problem, then, is one of exchanging, analyzing and re-casting practices,

concepts, and attitudes, and it is in that spirit that t should like to share

some ideas with you. Any disagreements or differences of view which may arise

I hope will be accepted as part of the give-and-take inherent in dialogue which

enables us to learn from each other.

Toward a Frame of Reference

let us begin by agreeing that we are discussing communication as a development

support measure. I would propose that we begin from th*' assumption that support

communication for development is directly related to a number of factors wnich I

shall list, not exhaustive^ or by order of importance: the size, professionalism,

and caliber of communication staff and related personnel involved in a given project

from conception to completion; degree of commitment; participation by the public from

the summit to the base; available resources; technical and administrative organization;

size of the project; technical and human reliability; the setting and meeting of

goals; availability of applicable research results; degree of experience acquired in

the design, production, distribution, and utilization of various materials; prevalent

attitudes in social, political, and economic quarters; quality and timeliness of

messages; support; status of the project; etc.



The Latin American continent is not only vast but ethnically, culturally,

geographically, and politically complex. Host of the twenty-odd countries of the

continent and the Caribbean are enduring not only poverty but also different

kinds and degrees of domination, internal and external, which is easily perceptible

in the striking underdevelopment to be seen in rural areas and on the outskirts of

major cities.

One of a number of major obstacles in overcoming this situation is, in the view

of many social scientists, the lack of a national communication policy and the

misuse or complete neglect of communications resources — a situation which leads

inevitably to a state of non-communication, with everything this implies. It is

surprising to note that at the present stage of institutional and technological

thinking, Mexico alone has a National Law on Communication. UNESCO, it is true,

has taken the over-simplified view —as expressed by one of its senior officials—

that there exist de-facto communications policies because of the fortuitous fact

that some countries have State resources in the field, such as communications schools

(these being generally no more than journalism schools) or telecommunications

services (which tend to be highly deficient from a development perspective), and

certain laws which in fact pertain more to information than to communication proper.

Many programs of assistance aimed at improving the people's standards of living

are under way in Latin America. Some, very few, have achieved their goals. Others

—unfortunately, the majority— are only on the way, bogged down in a tangle of

ineptitudes and vested interests, and diminished by short-sighted national governments.

Others, finally, continue to fight on against apathy, political incompetence, and even

opposition arising out of structural disparities or from the mental laxness of

decision-"makers".

1 Sommerfand. E. Lloyd. "National Communication Systems: Policies and Options", in
Social Communication Studies and Documents. No. 7U, UNESCO, Paris, 1975.



The direct relationship that exists between development and available

communication systems is therefore evident. It is not by accident that the least

developed countries have the least efficient means of conjmunication. Inversely,

the best communication systems are in the hands of the most highjy developed

countries. Do our countries perhaps have a mistaken conception of what development is?

Have they failed to set specific, realistic, and viable development goals? Or are

they not concerned about development?

Everything seems to suggest that it is all of these things and more.

Reality has its laws, its structures, its dynamic, ahd gives rise to situations

whose origin is hard to trade. To find the causes of suĉ h situations and form

reasonable judgements, it is necessary to engage in critical thinking, to distinguish

the fortuitous from the essential, the effect from the ca^use. Only in this way can we

arrive at a frame of reference within which we can form a theory that will enable us

to interpret what is happening on the national and evê n the international scene.

Very few countries if any have a definite communication policy, not to speak of

a communication philosophy. The politicians in charge —with the usual exceptions—

do not believe that communication is "image-building" or prestigious. Obviously

they do not know what is involved, nor are they concerned about it. They have a

preference for propaganda, perhaps because they themselves have been exposed to

commercial persuasion and share in or benefit from its results.

There is, of course, not a single government capable of addressing communication

within a definite political context conducive to development. With the exception of

communication specialists in executive positions, it is riare to find public officials

capable of appreciating the negative impact of social non-communication.



In the private sector, on the other hand, the owners of the mass media

—sometimes instintctively and sometimes through direct knowledge gleaned from

their connections with major international interests-- do have an understanding

of the power of the media and have very successfully used them to maintain

situations of dominance and privilege.

The point that I seek to make is that social communication, as a concomitant

factor in development —i.e. constituting a comprehensively improved way of life

for LatinmAmerican peoples— has, with some exceptions, been a failure. And let me

add —although it be to our chagrin— that much of the blame for this falls to us,

although we readily concede to the dominant classes the lion's share of responsibility.

I do not know whether I have succeeded in sketching at least the outlines of

a minimum frame of reference for the purposes of this paper. I believe I have not.

Indeed, I think I have only scratched the surface of the problem. But I will

content myself with this, in iie hope that I may be able %o gather along the way some

of the basic elements necessary to bear out the hypotheses I wish to advance and

to share with you.

The Problem

I have the impression that many of us lack a propeii focus. We have ended by

believing that the main problem is communication, and this is not so. I am probably

not telling you anything new, but the main problem we are facing as communication

workers is underdevelopment. Communication is a derivative problem, nothing more.

Communication is neither the cause nor the effect in this situation.

If we look at things in this perspective, communications does become "our problem",

the problem we must tackle as professionals in communications, as informal communicators,

and as professional researchers in the field.



I have just said that social communication as a contributing factor in

development has had many failures and few successes. Xcu will agree that this is

strong language, and it certainly is. But the fact is that I cannot take credit

for it. It is a conclusion reached by research, which 1 share.

With a very few exception, the media in Latin America do not take part in

the drive for development. This non-participation take^ various forms, from

omission to distortion, ultimately leading to opposition to change. This should

press, radio, television)come as no surprise if we only remember that the media (

are business concerns —concerns which are, moreover, deeply and directly involved

with the economic and political powers-that-be in each country and even internationally.

"A continuous stream of indoctrination, taking the

propaganda, distractions, TV serials, comic strips, and

news, contributes to maintaining a population subdued

form of commercial

even purportedly objective

by the dominant elites and

by the upper classes of society. This tendency is exacerbated by the prevalence

of private property in the communication media."

The same authors round out this somber picture by adding that there is

"powerful structural resistance" that prevent communication from instilling

heightened awareness and a dynamic spirit in society.

1 Diaz Bordenave, Juan and Martins de Carvalho, Horacio:: Planificacion y Qomunicacion,
Edicicnes GIESPAL, Quito, Ecuador, 1978.



BeItran confirms this assertion: "...Not even specialized publications in

agriculture are written with a view to the majority of farmers. They are addressed,

rather, to a minority with a high level of education, social prestige, political
1

power and, above all, the wherewithal to buy what the newspapers are selling."

Cordero supports the view taken by Beltran, with reference to a specific country.

He finds that 63% of the printed text in the agricultural supplements of Costa Rica1s

morning newspapers (Costa Rica being a predominantly agricultural country) was

devoted to advertising; 7.7% was devoted to information about fairs and exhibitions»

which in practice amount to centers for business transactions between wealthy cattlemen;

the remaining 29% of the printed matter fell into 8 other categories.

An example of the failure of social communication i*i Latin America can be fouiri
3

in the fact that, as early as 1966, Barbosa Lima found that the content of the most

widely viewed television station in Buenos Aires was dominated by the following

elements: 32% for movies from the U.S.A., 22% for TV serials, 20% for comedy shows,

20% for advertising, and only 8% for information.

1 Beltran, Luis Ramirn, "Communication in Latin America: Persuasion for Status Quo
or for National Development", Doctoral Thesis, Hichigah State University, Department
of Communication, Michigan, 1970•

2.Cordero, Mario, "Analisis de contenido de los suplemen^os agropecuarios de 2 medios de
Costa Rica" ("Analysis of the content of the agricultural supplements of two Costa Rican
publications"), Graduate Thesis, University of Costa RLca, School of Journalism.
San Jose, 1973.

3.Barbosa Lima, Fernando,"La radio, la television y el pueblo brasileno" ("Radio,
television, and the Brasilian people") in La Radio, la television frente a la necesidad
cultural en America Latina (Radio and television facing Latin America's cultural needs)
CISSFAL, Quito, Ecuador, 1966.



With regard to radio, Pasquall has pointed out thai what is being produced

for radio is "...a vast daily transfer of tastes, ideologies, ways of life,

language, patterns of behavior, problems and hopes, addressed to people

of a different historical and cultural background, and wjio do not the knowledge

or the opportunity to raise effective resistance."

Disregard for information consistent with development, as a result of

"structural resistance", is apparent from the quotations from Beltran and Cordero.

Distortion is implicit in the findings of Pasquali, and Opposition in Pasquali and

in the statements of Diaz Bordenave.

My personal experience is, so to speak, more direct

in research, A newspaper in my country rejected an artl

: I did not need to engage

2le of mine on the use of

bamboo in irrigation works, explaining that "there is modern equipment for modern

irrigation currently on the market". The article was not published.

1. Pa squall, Antonio: "Latin America, Our Image or Theirs?
an Inquiry on Successes and Failures of Gross-Cultural

in Getting the Message Across;
Communication in the Contemporary

World, UNESCO. Paris. l9?g.



This experience of mine tends to bear out the view of Beltran to the effect

that "It is unrealistic to expect a significant contribution to Latin American

development from communications media which are managed ^y private interests,,

predisposed toward the preservation of the status quo, and designed to sell ever

more things to more people."

Further studies suggest that the situation remains unchanged. Beltran and

Fox de Cardona, quoted by Diaz Bordenave , sum up the :situation in revealing terms:

"In short, the main features of the system of ownership of the social

communication media in Latin America are as follows:

1. generally, a high degree of concentration;

2. an oligopolistic pattern, particularly marked in the cases of

radio and television;

3. for television, a trend toward international monopoly;

h. a clear-cut predominance of private over public ownership;

5. a definite link between ownership of the media (especially the main

daily papers and television channels) and ownership of the most important

means of production (mining, agriculture, and banking) identifying with

the status quo/

1 Beltran, Luis Hamiro: Apuntes para un diagnostico de
America Latina: la persuasion en favor del statu quo
social non-communication in Latin America: persuasion
status quo). CIESPAL-CEDAL, La Catalina, Costa Rica.

2 beltran, L. R. and Fox de Cardona, Elizabeth: Comnw
Perspective (miemo^raphed paper), Bogota, Colombia!

3 Diaz Bordanave, Juan, op. Cit. pp. J*9-5o.

la incomunicacion social en
(Notes toward an assessment of
in the service of the

Communication Rights: A Latin-American
1575
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Beltran and Fox de Cardona comment on this situation as follows:

"This indicates rather clearly that the distribution of options with regard

to the dissemination of messages in Latin America is markedly skewed in favor of

the small minorities which own and manage the communications media, to the

detriment of the vast majority of the 300 million people inhabiting the region."

The above quotations —which could be complemented from other authors with

other approaches— should suffice to show that social communication in Latin America

is neither social nor communication. Interestingly enoigh, those very countries

which are today experiencing political strife which affoots us all have never even

come near to authentic development, and their media have always been dominated by

quarters with "structural resistance" to change.

It cannot generally be asserted that social communication has played even

the slightest role in Latin American development. One can point to very few

achievements. There is not even full consensus about the success of serious

programs such as the Radio Broadcasting Schools of Colombia after 25 years of

continuous and incalculable efforts. The same is true of the "Movimiento de

Educacao de Base", MEB, ("Grass-roots Education Movement) in Brasil, whose

efforts at arousing public awareness were thwarted by elitist, conservative

military men.

1 Beltran, L. a., "Social Structure and Rural Development
Latin America: the 'Sadiophonic Schools' of Colombia",
Communication and Group Transformation for Development

Communication in
in Summer Conference on
, The East-West Center,Honolulu, Hawaii, 19?5.
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Other.still more unfortunate cases in this list of forgotten projects are

those like the INACODE of Bolivia, which was possibly on^ of the best-planned

communication projects in Latin America. Timorous but brutal soldiers joined

with an effete but moneyed elite to frustrate a program ̂ hich was destined to

be an example of advanced communications in the service of Latin American

development. I n Nicaragua a literacy program which had boundless possibilities

for furthering human growth is making use of a deliberately distorted form of

social communication, consciously concealing social and

could endow it with enviably high standards. The final

human elements which

and perhaps the best

example of mediocre, ineffective, and ill-conceived social communication may be

found in the failure of agrarian reform in the countries

There are, nonetheless, exceptions. They are minor

they indicate that some things —perhaps a great deal-

depending on the decisions, strategies and activities we

Here in Jamaica, a very important project is under

of Latin America*

exceptions, but at least

can still be done,

put into practice.

«ay in which social

communication is playing a key role. I refer to the Women's Center, the first of

its kind in the world, a project being elaborated by local entities with the

support of international organizations, and which is meeting with exemplary success.

1 IKACODE.' Institute Nacional de Comunicaciones para el ^esarroHo. Office of the
President of the Republic, La Paz, Bolivia, l9?8.

2 The Women's Center - report by Pamela McNeil, Freya 01#fson
and Jean Jackson, in Pathpapers. Communications i

i-IPh, Dorian L. Powell H So,
. The Pathfinder Fund, USA 1980.rro^rams
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Susana Amaya reports on an inter-group experiment jinder way in Uruguay

in which social communication has become the motive for< CB-IDER, the Centro

de Investigaciones Kultidisciplinarias en Desarrollo Hutal (Center for 1-Iulti-

disciplinary Research in Rural Development) in Colombia , whose central aim is

research, is having evident success in making use of social communication and is

also studying the effectiveness of integrated health-agriculture messages.^

In Panama, Guatemala, Brasil, and a few other countries, there are also positive

projects under way. Although none of them has the communicative depth and scope of

objectives that ACPO shows in Colombia, since many of them are experimental, the

observation is nonetheless pertinent, for it suggests tliat, despite "structural

resistance" and other cultural barriers, something is being done, and it cannot

be said that the future will not bring any important changes.

comunicacion integral en
in Uruguay), in El GIE) Informa

1 Amaya, Susana, Rueda de Productores, 'Experiencias con
Uruguay* (Experiments with Comprehensive Communication
Vol. 9, No. 1, p. 8, Bogota, Colombia, 1980.

2 Be Roux, Gustavo I., Necesidades de Investigacion en
en la Estrateqia de CIMDER. Centro Interamericano de Adastramlmntm sn (1nn»in4 nar,i rm
para Poblacidn. ICIACOP), San Jose", Costa Rica 1977.

Somunicacidn sobre Salud
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lhat is Development?

'.Je have said that our overriding concern is development, and we should

define what we moan by the word.

Let us begin by recalling that abundant study .jmd research h.?.e been devoted

to the r.ieanir.g and theoretical and practical contents of what continues

to be an unsatisfied, utterly unsatisfied, aspiration. Some students of the

field have advanced definitions which border on th^ metaphysical and neglect

the realities of underdevelopment. However, I do s'hare some of the views and

definitions espoused by some writers, particularly since these are necessary

to bring out the dimensions of a human tragedy unmatched in devastation even by

the combined effects of the last two world wars.

Let me then first refer to the definition put forward by Beltran , which has

the advantage of expressing in few wards a goal which is certainly idealistic but

also ins-iring and strongly motivating.

For 3eltr£n, development is "a rapid and far-re

political change which prompts basic changes in the

the ecology, in order to foster the moral and matei

majority of the population in conditions of dignity

aching process of cocio-

economy, the culture, and

ial advancement of the

, justice, and freedom."

1 3eltran, L. 2., "SI papel de la comunicacion en
7 la integration" (The role of communication in x
integration") in Decimo Tercera Couferencia Kundi

la promocion del desarrollo
promoting development and
al de la Sociedad Inter-

nacional par?, el Desarrollo. San Jose, Costa Rica. 1973.
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In 1974 a group of development specialists met under United I"atione

Auspices end produced what if 'mown as "The Cocoyo4 Declaration". '.Ihile

remaining akin to 3eltran's hilosophy, this document takes a step forward

in a practical sense by recognizing that man has baWc needs. The Declaration

says "Out primary concern is redefining the aim of development. Development

refers to people, not things. Hun on beings have basic needs: food, housing-,

dress, health, education. Any growth process not Resigned to meet.these

needs —or, worse still, which might hamper their satisfaction— would be

a travesty or parody of the idea of development... Vie therefore reject the

concept of 'growth first and distributive justice later'".

So it would seem that the experts at Cocoyo grasped the popular wisdom

inherent in such sayings as "first things first" and "Don't put the cart

before the horse."

ITyerere adopts and expands the Cocoyoc Declaration by giving the human

person pride of place and adding, in the same philosophical vein as 3eltran,

that "...a man develops by taking his own decisions; improving hip understanding

of what he is doing and hie reasons for doing it; increasing his knowledge and

skills; and playing a full part, on equal footing,

to which he belongs.

in the life of the community

1 Symposium on "Patterns of Resource Use, Environment -jid Development Strate-ies*
United IT at ions. Cocoyoc, :!e:iico, 1974.

2 ITyerere, Julius, JVesiinn and Development. Oxford University Press, C::ford.
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ITyerere agrees, practically speaking, with Tzrsoj a? quoted by 'Jeltran:

" . . . In a society like that of Latin America, with extensive populations deprived

of decision-making power raid acces? to economic resources, i t is impossible to

develop a high level of production and consumption rjnd an advanced economy."

According to 3eltran, this has been particularly trtje of the agricultural rector.

.«'hy, he wonder?, did the so-called "green revolution^' become an empty slogan?

"...not by any lack of remarkably advanced seed varieties, certainly. It was

simply because the land, the know-how, the credit, and the outlets for marketing

were entirely in the hands of a minority of farmers." He adds that this fact

is recognized by one of the architects of the "green revolution", **. II. '.fellhausen.

Perhaps i t is Pearson who goes to the heart of t̂ ie matter: "V.re should not

forget that developing peoples are not starting afresh in a new world, but have

to change and grow and develop within an unfavorable context because in the past

their position has been largely determined by the interests of other nations.

If we overlook that historical context we cannot understand the problems which

exist today. ITor can international co-operation be successful in resolving them."

1 Tarso, Paulo de, "Educational Heeds in Developing
Cultur?.! Factor? in Inter-American Relations. ITotfc-e

Society" in Shapiro, Ilanuel ed.,
Dame University Press,

ITotre Dame, 1°6S.

2 Pearson,. Lester 3 . , The Crisis of Development. Prajjger, 1970, Hew York.
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Another author, by contrast, says that "...obviously, the difficulties1

l i e deep in the development process, the scope and cor.?le::ity of communication,

I wonder whether thisin the culture and conditions in a developing country,

author loiows what he is saying! Is he deliberately disregarding the involvement

of developed countries, which Pearson cites? Why dode he leave aside the relation-

ship of dependence which, as in the case of the "greeln revolution", seems to

serve only to ..lake the rich richer and the poor poorelr? This author, %r. Yu,

is overly concerned about definitions. One could, he

some experts in conmunications for development by s i -

what development i s . "

The problem, however, is not one of definitions,

more than enough definitions. The problem is simpler

writes, "easily fluster

ply asking them to define

As I noted ea r l i e r , we have

: how to live? Let us not

oven say "how to live well", but just to live decently. The alternative is

to go on with poverty, infant mortality, subjugation,

l ine , only the hope of dying as the ultimate re l ie f

expectations.

and, at the end of the

from a l i fe devoid of a l l

1 Yu, Frederick T. C. , "Communication Policy and Plaiininf
ITotes on Research" in Daniel Lerner and Lyle K. Nelson
lesezrcn - A Half-Century Annraisal. Honolulu, University of Hawaii Press I977,

1̂  for Developments Some
eds. Coix.-unicction
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~ut enough of this doing battle with definitions and semi-esoteric

theories. Those who deal in development for its owjn sake without talcing

underdevelopmont as their point of departure have dime a disservice to social

communication and to human communication. It is a jrery serious matter, as I

have often emphasized, that so many people, seemingly engaged in a snobbish

vogue, should occupy their time spinning theories ajad semantic niceties which

ultimately lead to placing in an ivory tower problems which exist here on earth,

amid the windowless shacks of the shantytowns, in tfie very flesh and blood of

the impoverished peasant.

Development is many things. It is almost anything you care to mention, so

long cs we do r.ot confuse it with modernism. 3ut fjmdament-lly, in hu-nan terms,

development means that people should have a reasonable minimum of food, so that

children to not die of hunger and intestinal parasites. It means that sick

people should be able to find doctors, medicines, and medical centers. It neans

that children should have a school where they can learn, that peasants should

have land, credit, and technical help to produce profitably, that city dwellers

a decent place t: live and

definitions, comes later.

be, that modernise doer not

should have well--;aid jobs, that people should have

raise their families. The rest, including semantic

But let us recognise, unpleasant though it may

take us very far toward development. To be convinced, we need only visit some

of the capitals of Latin America, take a few days

Pacific ^each resorts, take a walk along one of the

bo observe some Atlantic and

major highways, or look at

the statistics for imports of automobiles and consumption of expensive perfumes

T.nd liquors; then, if -.* want to see the other side of the coin, we can

le-ve the city, and we may find, in some village of the Andean foothills, thzt

indiaa woman who was found nursing both her own child and a pig "because the

child will die but the pig will jo to market".
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3ut thir is not to suggest that Latin American fcitier are the acme

of modernity. Romero observes that "Contemporary cities have ceased to

be cities end have bdeome a juxtaposition of two gh^ttoes sealed off fron

each other." As I come to the end of this chaptej-, which has been very

brief for reasons of time, I note that i t seeus to ijiave struc!: the tone of

an epitaph. This is unfortunate, but the conclusio^i is inescapable: socially

and historically speaking, social structures, external end internal domination,

vested interests, the mental laziness of the so-called "decision-makers", and

contempt for socio-educational communication are soijie of the factors responsible

for the misfortune of belonging to -./hat they call the Third World, a nebulous

term that defines nothing except to suggest a place

reached i ts e::trer.:e.

•./here underdeveloornent hap

Social Communication Yesterday and Today

Unhappily, I must ?ay that much of what I have s

be said about communication as we know i t , what i t i

or does not serve, and who is degrading i t . You may

right, that I am not so much skeptical as negative

may oe wrou^. There are times when being negative ,7

yourself and willing to take stock and correct your

physician learn by study ing healthy bodies in an

Leaving aside for the moment those exogenous fac

an undesirable form of social communication, we can

from :. technical standpoint.

/e find, r.t the outset, that there arc many ways

of communication, but not what i t is and how and wh.

is the important point. I hi.ve the impression that

(singly or in conjunction) which affect the connunio

objectives, nessajo?, -edia, interactions, result? a

thing)— give us a complicated picture of the proces

confusion in r.ctual practice.

1 Romero, Jos-i Luis, latinoamerica: las ciudades -r 1

aid about development can

is , what purpose i t serves

think by now, ar is your

You .-nay be right, and you

eans being honest with

course of action. Can a

antiseptic vacuum?

•tors which can determine

begin by defining communication

of defining the concept

i t -.rorks. T i s , 1 feel,

studying V..e factor?

ration process —audience,

ad effects (not the s-.r.e

s which often leads to

™ icleas. Ciglo Vcintiuno,
1?76, Buenos Aires, Argentina.
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That, I would s u r e s t , nay be the reason w:.y coijirnur-ic-.tioii so often becomes

confused and is ultimately ineffective. '.Je simply .f-et into a tangle and fail

to identify the elementary "who, what, where, when, how, and why" of the

situation. Moreover, vie have a tendency to see roc^al communication as

something at work urbi et orbi. which is a false premise., ./e cannot talk about

communication per se. Communication has well-defined areas of action, i t

functions from one point to another, i t employs different instruments and

attempts to achieve different results, which have'a uniform incidence in

a broad range of reactions both individual and collective. Since I am trying-

to use words to explain something which is not easy to understand, and since

visual aids are there for that very purpose, I will use a diagram taken from

Sweeney and modified by me to facilitate the explanation. This diagram rather

clearly il lustrates the role of social communication in a family planning

project. I have deliberately refrained from adapting this model to any other

area of development, firstly because the example chosen by Szeeney is typical

of development, and secondly because I think i t would be useful, if this model

is applied to any other field of action, for you yourselves to make the

adaptation, if only as an exercise.

1 Sseeney, '.Jillian 0. , Personal Communication, Ford foundation, 1970, 2!ew York.
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Is the idea clecrer no;*?

Briefly, the diagram shows that the constituents of communication in

a fcruly planning project are public iiformatiojn raid education. The letter

is in turn broken dovm into formal and informal or "community" education.

3ach has its own features.

Would the constituents be the same in, say, an irrigation project?

.j'ith some appropriate adjustments, I think they would. But since I do not

wish to dwell on technical aspects or to prescribe recipes, I shall leave

it at that, extending an invitation to you to ^ive it some thought. In doing

so I have the conviction that an international civil servant will not be

led astray if he forms criteria for his judgements on the basis of an

analysis of this diagram. I think the diagram will also prove helpful in

giving form to nuances which are not always verb' clear-cut when we talk

about social communication.

I frankly confess that, after having discus?sed this diagram with Bill

Sweeney, I saw with greater clarity details which had not previously

occurred to me. Ily thanks to Bill once again.

I think we can now define communication as

through which people exchange and share diverse

.?. process of soci-,1 interaction

experiences, which mutually

influence their conduct or behavior. Simplifying this, I prefer to say

that communication is creating ideas; to make it social, they nuet be
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Diaz 3orden?.ve point? to a direct link between jjonmtciication and development.

This is an aspect of co..i:-.uuication which deserves somewhat fuller treatment.

Diaz dwells on the urgency of defining roles rather than concepts; ?jid he does* so

with a specific proposal. According to his idea, soni of the new functions of

communication should be the following:

- to fac i l i t a te interpersonal communication;

- to develop intel lectual ab i l i t i e s ;

- to fac i l i t a te the development of the c r i t i ca l faculty (develo-nent of the

abi l i ty to distinguish truth from falsehood, so that the population can

be immunised cgc.inst demagogic manipulation and authoritarian indoctrination);

- to enable leaders to communicate with each othisr on equal terns (?. respectful

and competent dialogue with the population, in order to overcome paternalism

and authoritarianism and encourage the solution of problems).

Beltran poses the communication-development cue ftion in different terms, but

his view is similar to that of Diaz Bordenave: ". . .organised collective interaction,

aass mobilization and global participation in the dec ision-making orocess with regard

to issues of public interest can only occur through communication." In the case of

Latin Anerica, unfortunately, interaction yields nega

even more the case when development is confused with :

of dependency, consu-.erism, mental s t e r i l i t y , and oth

ments. These are the endogenous variables.

fcive r e su l t s , and this is

nodernism, which is a source

sr highly undesirable develop-

1 Diaz Bordenave, op. c i t .
2 3e l t r6 i , Luis 3a liro, "Comunicacion y modernisacion

estrr.tegias"^ (Communication and modernisation: me a
lIScthesis, Dept. of Coni.v.unicr.tion, Michigan St-.te U:

: significacion, papeles, y
meaning, ro les , and s t ra tegies) ,

diversity, ::ic%ijan, 1?;8.
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Boydx undertakes a more specific analysis of interaction and introduces new

variables which deserve serious consideration, "...onljr in rare cases," he writes,

"does the planning of development and the design of pr[;jscts take into account an

analysis of the factors that enter into human communication. How many development

projects are based on careful study of what could be cabled 'human viability' rather

than only technical and economic viability? In reality people, as the protagonists

and recipients of development, have not been given as much attention as roads, dams,

fertilizers, tractors, and other creations of modern technology," With regard to

human communication, he adds, there are at least three aspects which represent

"lost development opportunities", namely "the lack of communication; poor communication;

and confused communication."

To this list we should add omissions, distortions, and rejections. Then we

would have a brief but almost complete picture of the reasons for our status as

members of "the Third World", our uninfluential position on the map of the world.

I fear that I have gone a little beyond a simple definition of communication.

But for my present purposes, this will be enough, although in the following chapters

I shall try to deal in greater depth with the problems

operational phase of communication.

directly related with the

1 Boyd, Paul D., "Causas del descuido de las .__.
desarrollo y remedies para las mismas" (Causes of «wSt
development planning, and remedies) in Information for
Caribbean Region, Guyana, 197U.

comunicaciones en la planificacion del
of communications in

Development Purposes in the
neglect
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Communication as a Component of Development Projects

In view of the diminished status enjoyed by the field of communications among

official circles, and given the pattern of domination which today prevails in the

media of Latin America, it is of dubious value to engage in a discussion of communication

as a component of development projects. But something has to be done. The question

is what to do.

I once read — I am afraid I do not recall the source— that the effectiveness

of the managerial function can be measured by the quantity and quality of information

generated, internally and externally, during a given time. How much information

have we as communicators generated to demonstrate the importance of communication

as part of development projects? How much have the ana]ysts done? Please note that

I refer to information, not communication.

But will information enable us to point up the need for including communication

as a substantial component of development projects? I believe so. Moreover, I would

say that only information can help us to reach that goal. Interpersonal, group, and

collective communication. Up to date information, based on reliable statistics

and expressing results of experiences in countries, regions, and throughout the world.

Information backed up by demonstrations of methods and i-esults. Persistent, systematic,

planned information.
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For example, interpersonal information should aim exclusively at "selling

the idea" to the national leaders with the greatest political influence. Group

information should be addressed to legislators and public officials who can approve

budgets, exert pressures, or carry out projects, and to opinion leaders who have

access to the media and are read, listened to, or seen over the media, where they

enjoy some measure of credibility among people in search of information. Collective

information should be addressed to the "everyman" of the rural and urban community,

aiming specifically at securing grass-roots support for policy decisions favorable

to the idea of socio-educational communication.

A question arises at this point: who would be the people best suited to

carry out these ideas? For the moment, I can offer no answer. But why not apply

ourselves, here and now, to finding an answer?

The people I have in mind would be national leaders in the field of formal and

non-formal education; rural schoolteachers; agricultural extension workers; home

improvement workers; sanitation workers; priests; directors of collective information

media; and —of course— yourselves, and our other colleagues working for other

international agencies.

Like Ordonez,1 the thought also occurs to me that there are no definite

communication policies which incorporate communication into general planning by

countries and which link communication problems to the processes of development and

1 Ordonez Andrade, Marco, "La Planificacio'n de la Gomunicacion
(Communications Planning in a Changing Society), in
Politicas Nacionales de Comunieacion en America Latina

en Sociedades en Gambio"
Seminario Latinoamericano sobre

„ . — . r (LatinmAmerican Seminar on
National Communication Policies), Cuadernos CEDAL, San Jose, Costa Rica 1975.
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social change. According to Fox Cardona1 a national communication policy should

be taken to mean "an integrated, explicit, and continuijig set of principles and

rules applying to institutions centrally involved in a country's social communication

process." I have underscored the concept which I feel places the whole in perspective,

and I of course agree with the definition, although I think it might be cast in the

singular rather than in the plural.

Hancock , quoted by Diaz Bordenave and Martins de darvalho offers a list

of principles pertaining to policy and decision-making, some of which I list below:

- A project must have status, influence, and convection; i.e. it must be

taken seriously by political circles in the country.

- A project is not an independent entity; it must establish for itself an

identity and a functional relationship with other projects in related fields.

- M*ch depends on identifying and recruiting a person or persons with

great leadership qualities to guide and promote a project in its formative

stages.

- All entities interested or involved in a project should participate in policy

formulation.

- Project beneficiaries should take part in decision-making.

- Discussions on policy and decision-making should proceed at appropriate levels

of representation.

- Policy making must be flexible; it cannot be ovJrty systematic.

2 Hancock, Alan: UNESCO technical officer.
3 Diaz Bordenave i Martins de Garvalho, K., op. cit. p.21*1.
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Concurring with Hancock, Wilder1 affirms that "the communications media

function optimally when they are used in co-ordination With a firm, planned

program of person-to-person communication by field workers, other adult education

programs, and schools."

The real and inescapable fact is that, as Fox de Cardona says in the work

cited, "communication is a necessary and useful public service and, as such,

should be placed in the service of the entire population^ without excluding or

discriminating against any part of it. This is not possible without a policy

reflecting the express will of the country and the State to that effect."

In the li;ht of the foregoing considerations, I think that, in order to give

communication the character of a development project "component", it is advisable

to have the 'legal backing of an express policy in that

sit back and wait for a law of that kind if it is within

field. But we should not

our power to forge ahead

~ with things that technicians, politicians, or project planners fail to grasp,

even though they are simple enough to be understood by a field worker. Some

material has been published on this point, and I recommend the work I have

cited by Ordonez Andrade and Fox Cardona as particularly compendious and readable.

1 Wilder, Frank, Informacion, ensehanza, y comunicacion
Compiled by Johnson, Wilder, and Bogue. Diana Publ
(Information, Teaching, and Communication in Family

en la planificacion familiar,
, Mexico City, 1976.Publishers

Planning)
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I should also like to call your attention to the views of Sommerland ,

which could give rise to some confusion. In his opinioiji, "the ways of using

communication, the channels through which i t flows, the structures of the

communications system, the regulatory framework, and the decisions of those in

charge of the communications system, are a l l the results of communications policies."

A communication policy, strictly in terms of i t s intention, can never be conceived

simply as a set of isolated, ad-hoc, and sometimes actually distorted, rules.

That i s a way of thinking which tends to confuse the implicit witn the explicit.

One point at which «e can pee a barrier --.f is ing in respect of population

policy and particularly as regards the effectiveness of communication a? a

development project component, is in the absence of f^ate-controlled media

and the dearth of specialized bureaus to investigate

of the population. In this connection 3eltran feels

the needs and expectations

that "Latin-American States

do not generally have satisfactory and effective communication media to enable

the government to maintain close links with the people and encourage and

strengthen development programs and activities. The few that do exist function

within the same framework as the private mass media.

"The State lacks a system for continuously detecting the r.eeds, aspirations

and reactions of the people. Under those circumstances, i t c.oes what i t deens

best and has no way of determining quickly and systematically whether something

has been done well or poorly. Development progranmir

such, circumstances, more a matter of improvisation a%-

,g and evaluation are, under

d conjecture than a scientific

procesr of ne?.rv^inc :.nd projecting the national development effort."

1 3orr.-.erland, 3. Lloyd, op. ci t . , p. 7.
2 leltran, L. 2., Co-imrnic-tion :-: L-.-in America: ?< •.e Zt'tur *uoerru::.rion for

or for ITationr.l 'development. Michigan, 1970.
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In ?one countries where specialised governmental offices have been esta-

blished to monitor the needs and aspiration? of the people and f-cilitr.te policy

decisions, the sin of public service has been underlined by tvrning these

offices into centers for political promotion, since they are used largely for

the purpose of creating a favorable imaje of the leaders or political parties

in rower.

In 1J74 Costa Hica created the Oficina de Infornjicion de la Case Presidential,

or Presidential Information Service. One of its fun&tionr was i to investigate

people's opinions about their needs and possible solutions. It was to be an

effective governmental medium of communication between the government and the

governed, as well as a promoter of popul'-r participation in development progrtms.

.iithin -. fe-.; years, however, this office had become ;i public-relations bureau for

the str.te ejid para-etatal institutions. It alco turned to conducting public

opinion surveys to "etermine the people's s attitude toward the President and

his administration.

Personally, I feel that the lack of State machinery is not an insurmountable

barrier. There remains o?en the possibility of hiring the necessary services,

which in some circumstances is better than owning the media, from an economic

and labor standpoint. The real barrier lies in the Lzcl: of specialized personnel

and services capable of determining with scientific precision what the people

need and want in fulfilling their aspirations. I rei'er, of course, to those

countries where public opinion counts.
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Our rr.nal.7sis siiowF —brief though it is— tu:.t social com vnicctior. is

r. complex activity, in it? individual, collective, amd structural aspect?,

rhore are, ?o to speak, no loose ends. The nuichir.err| has to work in an

orderly, systematic way, along channels that lead to j a jiven point. Conse-

quently, communication is something that cannot be l^ft to conjecture or i.nnulre.

Conr.iunication will not have its due place, its clear and consistent role

in the institutional scheme, so Ions a s it is not included as a "basic component

of national development projects and, as such, endowed with specialised personnel,

its o%m budget, and influence at the decision-making levels.

Unless we are talking in purely conjectural term^, this must nean, in the

national communication policy,first place, the existence of an entity in charge of

with the involvement of certain sectoral structures organised in such a way as to

interact systematically. 3ach structure, in turn, would have its policy-making

organ (policy level), a planning unit (technical level), a project execution

staff (operational level, including workers), and an administrative support

Cement),

follows:

staff (personnel, services, supplies, and budget man

All of this could be graphically represented as
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To mr.ke co-orriination ^orsible among the pectoral structures, cxiti. above

all to make i t effective, projects should be integrated in order to bring

then into lir.e with previously established objective*. It follows that the

national decision-making entity should designate an entity, committee, or

branch at the sectoral level to take charge of this ©o-ordinating-supervisory

function.

3ome questions arise which we ehou'd perhaps answer hero and now, at this

seminar. For example:

- lhat -ay be the communication functions of tho^e involved at each level?

- Should there be a specialized communicator at iach level indicated?

If so, what would be their specific duties?

- ro whom should the co-ordinating entity be responsible and how often

should i t report?

Personally, I am optimistic about the functioning of a communication structure

such as the one I am suggesting. I believe development projects would be

directed along a new, more orderly, more effective course, one with greater impact

in every respect.

3ut I am pessimistic about the fact that, at certain levels, notably at the

technical level, there might be some feeling of mistrust about being surrounded

in one's work by a systematic network of communication. I am also pessimistic at

the prospect that budgetary problems might be invoked, although this would merely

be a pretest, for communication can be systematized with no additional cost, or

very l i t t l e . What I mean is that what countries are spending on propagandists

rublicity and advertising, which is generally a greai; deal, could be earmarked for

communication, at ler.st in a reasonably balanced proportion.



Here ag?.in questions arise. ".Ihy do structures of this hind not exist?

.Jithout trying to l i s t all the possible reasons, here are some:

- Decis ion-uckerr mcy have no idea of the role wfyich socio-educs.tici.al

communication plays in national development.

- 3ven with such Icnowledge, i t nay also be that they do not have a positive

attitude with regard to i ts benefits.

- A third reason aay be that we, the communicators, hzve not managed to

convince the powers-that-be that communication is more constructuve then

propaganda and that, in the end, i t is more "image-building" than

propaganda itself.

I an sure there are other reasons for apathy and inaction, which you will

detect if you find i t useful to pursue the matter and give i t some thought.

The thrust of this discussion, I believe, is to "sel]." the idea that every

public service institution should have a communication policy backed

up and guided by a centralized national policy, and supported by a philosophy

consistent with the goals and principles of national development. Including

communication in development projects is an aspect crucial to development itself

I.TICEF should be commended for airing this issue and

into realities*

striving to make ideas
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Communication Planning

It nay seem out of place to deal with communication planning here since

the topic being addressed is a general critical overview of rocial communication

in Latin America. However, I do not see how social communication can be discussed

critically if the discussion is confined to some factors while others are left

out, for the whole is the sum of all the partc

Let ;ne recall what I said at the 'eginning: success in support communcations

for development is directly linked to a number of factors. I have discussed

some of these without mention of planning, because I felt that planning is not

so much a factor as a prerequisite of effective communication.

I will not, of course, attempt to deal with the entire topic, lut I think

it nay be useful to make some comments relating to certain basic elements

which make the planning exercise a fruitful task. These are planners, participation,

training, the traditional elements of the planning process, research, and certain

details which tend to be overlooked. I shall be as brief as possible.

*s7" friend, teacher, and colleague at this seminar, Juan Diaz Bordenave,

once used a diagram which I would like to borrow now

illustrate why some projects fail:

\ ITATICITAL POPULATIOII POLICY It

with hie permission, to

Official Si Private Planning

Entities

?AJ-IIT PuiHinrn COI-:U:ICATICITS
PROGRAM

3!valuation

Promoters

THE FV3LIC -^ Results
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- Step one: the Government enacts a population l:.w. In other vrords, it

adopts a policy relating to population.

- It creates executive machinery, defining staffing requirements, appointing

personnel, acquiring equipment, and training cadges to carry out

the policy adopted.

- 2-M* cadres design communication programs which then make use of the

available media and produce a variety of materials*

- ?he tarjet audience, generally on a nationwide scale, is informed and

asked to visit family planning centers and adopt family planning practices.

- After some time has elapsed, an evaluation is carried out and it is found

that the results are not encouraging. In fact, ix is found that reactions

were often negative.

- What has happened? lihat are the causes for the situation now faced?

Jhat has happened is that the implementation of the program was flawed by

serious deficiencies from the start, and the consequences were quickly revealed.

The diagram seems simple but does not even come near to reflecting the complexity

of the problem. The planners glossed over that complexity. They did not take

into account psycho-sociological, cultural, and environmental factors, and

accordingly proceeded to lay down a communication pro^T^m which was unreal,

inconsistent, and ineffectual.

In particular, they placed too much faith on coll«

And they failed throughout to bear in mind that media,

very specific functions.

In short, the mieeing link in this diagram was res

to identify the problem, analyze it, and apply appropriate remedies. This is, in a

sense, what a doctor does: he examines the patient, arrives at a diagnosis,

analyses it, and makes a prescription.

ctive communication,

of whatever kind, have

earch* Research was needed
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Steps in Communication Plannir.-r

Planning involves at least three stages or steps which require careful

consideration. The first requires preliminary study in order to ascertain

whether the need creating the problem is really felt by the community and,

if so, whether its magnitude calls for corrective action.

Tlie second consists of considering the viability of the action fron

the operational point of view: availability of budgetary resources, qualified

human resources, a minimum of infrastructure, a perception of the problem by

the community, and possible participation.

The third step consists of operational planning proper, and calls for

consideration of at least the following factors:

1. The problem. Diagnosis and analysis of the diagnosis.

2. The target audience.

3. General and specific objectives.

4. Media. Availability and facilities for their utilisation, considered in

the light of the characteristicsof the audience, the proposed objectives,

and the infrastructure.

5. Thematic plan (relevant points of the problem)

6. Ilessaces (design, testing, production, distribution, utilisation,

and evaluation).

7. Results over a given period. Effects over the

£. Evaluation.

9. Follow-up.

medium and long tWrm.
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Socio-educational comunication combines processed and techniques without

lopinc: sight that both are factors that can be brou,~hjt to fruition only if

we zee the human person, with his values, beliefs sujid attitudes, as the

first of our concerns. Consequently the process and jbhe techniques used to

further i t will be severely limited if the approach i# inductive, or "vertical".

Bettor results can be expected if i t is deductive, that i s , if i t is conducive to

an awareness of the issues, democratic participation without constraints,

and respect for people's beliefs, values and attitudes. You will all recall

Paulo Preire's thinking on that score: "!To one teaches anything, "o one learns

alone. We all learn from each other."

Only if we proceed along this line of thinking, viewed in i ts broadest

human dimensions, will we have planners, technicians, field workers, and an

, which is the raison d'§tre

as part of an institution.

audience better equipped to bring about social ch .nge

of our pursuits and activit ies, whether as people or

Setting Goals

Although all aspects of planning are important, I

emphasis to point 3 i"- the third stage of plan.'ing, n

communication planner must c.refully analyze a given

should li!:e to give ad.'ed

amely setting TO . .IF. The

project and the:: identify

it? institutional, operational, and communications objectives. The institutional

and operational goair of a project are not the same t

Itiite a few communication plans (and the many m*s

failure because they never ret beyond the stage of am

of ideas that cannot be clearly and precisely placed

ling a? the communication goals,

pages the:/ comrrire) end in

assing a disparate compendium

in their respective contexts,

ir.stitv.tior.al, techii.ical-operationr.1, or communication?. An effective message r.ust

supply answers to individual or collective motivation^. The jumble—message never

proviJ.es answers.

It is for a good reason that "marketing" goals in

specific rc-fsr-'-nce to sales. Publicity goals, on tl;e

in "marketing" terms oven when there iv i direct rolr.

commercial advertising mc:.?:e

other hand, -.re not e::~resred

tionship by content.
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Perhaps I -hould h:.ve be/run with this definition. It nay be useful to

report to you that, in the covjc?e of 10 year? of wor'i in aearl:; ovary country

of Latin America, I have always found that professional co:.i:nunications practitioners

were unable to say precisely what the difference" :;as between institutional joals,

operation::.! jor.ls, and communication goals, as if therein lay the rnort arcane

myptery of the social sciences.

I rlzo found difficulty in underrtanCin^ and. recognizing thr.t ?ocio-educntion?.l

con •,unic...tion is only one of the various forces that intervene to change behavior

and decision-niihing patterns. Trom that fact the obvious inference is that i t is

fallacious to conclude that there is a unique causal link between communication and

the decree of achievement of institutional joals.

ITot only is corrnunication not the only factor in ihe fornula; -;e caiinot even

claim that i t i? the post important. If we follow a fealirtic theory we mist

c-ĵ ree bhr.t the :uost important f.ctor is the project itcelf, i ts technical end

hur.'.ca viability, how strongly i t is needed, how compassionate i t i s , and the

degree of satisfaction-reward it represents for the c immunity, for it is ultimately

the community that rrurt accept or reject it*

lith your permission,. I would like to delve a litjfcle uore deeply into

tl.is natter of goals.

As communicators we usually find ourselves viorVin,

that cxe more or less well defined and sometimes only

g with communications goals

implicit* '.Je tend to

forget the goals of other areas vital to the development project —not deliberately,

but simply because we feel we can do without them in Jsur wor!:. Je should

acknowledge that this is true.

I would like to propose that we try to break away from this pattern.

I suggest that we analyze the traditional approach anji look for - new focus and

new ways or proceeding.

Let us begin from the premise that projects, all projects, have, explicitly

or implicitly, at least three type? of basic objectives.
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Objective ITo+1 if the basic objective of the agency —in the present case,

Objective ITo. 2 is the operational objective of ejach individual project.

Objective "o. 3 is the communication objective within each project.

These are, so to speak, time-bound objectives, for they are fulfilled at

different stages of the project's execution from its design to its conclusion

(if educational projects can be said to have a conclusion).

Objective "o. 1 is what we night call the fundamental objective. It can be

so termed because it defines ISTICEF's reason for beiiig. It has very clear-cut

according to time and place.

is not permanent and it

characteristics; i t is permanent and does not change

Objective ITo. 2 has different characteristics: it

chances with the conclusion of the project that created i t . As a general rule,

the objective is '-nown to many as the operational obj

are nore budgetary than technical (national projects

ective. For reasons which

are financed by annual budgets)

i t is accepted practice that projects should be of 1 year's duration, although

some can only achieve lasting results over the long term. The fact is that, even

if they continue to be formally in effect, objectives tend to shift, largely

in response to political, economic, and technical factors.

As an operational activity, a well-executed project should lead to the

achievement of results foreseen in the proposed objectives. These objectives

are evaluated at the conclusion of the project even i|f there have been mid-point

evaluations (which are technically necessary).

In other words, an operational objective is fulfilled when the declared

aim is accomplished, i .e . when there is a quantifiable and measurable result.

whether it be tc.n.riale or not. An example of the ful fillnent of such an

o-erztional objective would be the building of a health-care center.
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Objective "o. 3 would the t/.e specific comnunic-.tion objective.

It is related to Objectve 'Jo, 2 in that it would brine the cooaunity nerrc.ges

that begin "by . address in/r an uninformed audience ajnd proceed through a number

of rtcges until they have generated a state of %ind favorable to action in

furtherance of the project. This is done through a strategy of participatory

communication which uses der.io"crtitic means to appeal to conscience, never resorting

to manipulation or physical or psychological coercion.

'.Je could go further here by drawing up a list of communication techniques

for putting such a strategy into practice, but that is not within the scope of

the present paper.

The communication objective can be distinguished from the operational

objective in several respects, but the main difference is that, besides contributing

to the achievement of immediate results, it achieves effects which may be lasting

and, in a way, more significant than the results.

Let us return to the example of building a health-care center. In this

example, the com vunication objective is pursued through several stages and

yields various results. ?or example:

33P033 - It arouses interest in the project and Rallies community support.

It enlists participation which takes the form of ?. variety of suggestions

as to location, space, unexpected expedients, and psychological support.

All of this seems to fall under the category of r:otivation.

DIJRHTG - It secures material contributions and volunteer work.

It includes observation of progress and giving recognition for advances made.

AFTER - At this stage, the fulfillment of the obj

effects. ZJven in the case of a material project,

be optimal to the extent that the target audience

emotionally, and physic-.lly, by means of communic

ective is revealed in

the technical outcome will

has been prep-red, mentally,

ation, to adopt behavior

favorable to change and then to ?.ct in a given direction, as a result of

freely gained understanding.
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It is therefore a matter of attaining an institutional objective —that of

T"ICEB: in this case— through the achievement of an operational objective of a

technical character —this constituting the project's in.r.ec.i vte result— with the

support of communication objectives takinj the form of messages designed to

elici t critical awareness and reasoning ability and to be consistent with

given reali t ies and expectations (long-tern educational effect).

Under optimal conditions, the communication objective throughout the three

stv-gee should be such as to help people to acquire knowledge (knowing), to develop

an attitude favorable to change (wanting), and to takfe action (being capable).

?he foregoing suggests that the communication objective seeks to produce

changes in people's behavior with respect to what they think, what they feel and do,

and what they feel their needs to be.

Let us try to simplify this model along the following lines:

1. r'3TE?U?Ic:TAL 03J3C7I73 - giving shape to a ?E

content of an institutional philosophy and policy

in a manner consistent with the national develop;:

2. CPrTSATIOI'AL 03JZCTI73 - gaining the approval '

rticular project in the

(e.g. those of UTIC3P),

ent policy,

nd support of the people

for a given innovation, project, service, idea, technique, practice, etc.

3. CO."i-IUi:iCATIOr OBJECTIVE - stimulating awareness among the people with a

view to enabling them to judge ae to the desirability of the project,

enlisting their active participation as the project proceeds, and taking

•?2i action-oriented decision, —in short, enabling; people to support the project,

to learn of the advantages it may hold (adoption) and to take advantage of

them freely and knowledgeably.
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Question? could arise at this point such as the following: How does this

communication strategy? .ihat can "be achieved with this model?

The answers mijht be numerous ezid could open v-p ntew prospects for guiding

future action. 3ut I would rather lenve it to you to discover these if you feel

it is a worthwhile exercise.

.le can say, by way of a corollary, that in development-oriented activities

the communication component with i ts ?ocio-educational function is what ultimately

gives a human dimension to the technological enterprise, whatever the field of

worl: may be.

Although the scientific frame of mind is loath to accept the obvious

(and i t must be if i t is to remain scientific) there are always exceptions.

If I adopt the well-disposed tolerance that is proper to scientists, I can see

something in the above conclusions that is obvious. I can see people as the

actors, agents, and "beneficiaries of development, as the result of a clear,

definite, and logical articulation of the three basic! objectives of a project.

The Planners

It is clear that the political, cultural, and economic dominance of which we

are the victims prevents us, in large measure, from iring communication as a

iut we cannot really complain.springboard in taking the leap toward development. I

If we do not wish to deceive ourselves, we must recognize that we rxe not doing

—and sometimes are not even trying to do— things as they shovld be done.

Development planners, for their part, are more concerned about their usually

blurred political image -Jid about the carpeting in their offices, than they ore

about "seeing" people —above a l l , avoiding conversai

their routine.

ion with them as -r.rt of
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In reference to this situation, 3oyd affirms that many planners suffer

from econometric near-sightedness —i.e. they fail to see the cost-benefit

gain that can be made by mobilising znd motivating people to become fully

involved in their ovm development. This blind-spot prevents the experts from

perceiving tlie linlc between the human factor and technical success. There ie

a widespread tendency now in each discipline to adopt! the capricious and arbitrary

assumption that hunan beings are composed of compartments called "health",

"education", "nutrition", and so forth, and this prevents us from understanding

that the human person is an organic whole which must be dealt with comprehensively.

.ie do not agree that the human person can be completely accounted for in terms of

everyday existence, embracing the tribulations of th-2 day and expectations for

tomorrow. ITo one will prevent us from making scientific divisions. But whr.t

have we achieved? Vie have only failed to understand people by treating them

more or less as mechanical toys.

3ut are we joing to lay all the blame on the planners? Are we, as communications

practitoners, free of all sins?

Ilany of us have a tendency to go directly to collective communication,

skirting prior steps such as direct contact with leaders and agents of change

in the field. We are seduced by gadgetry, utilizing it sometimes in completely

incongruous ways. The more sophisticated the gadget the more pleaded we are,

and it is unforgivable that we should neglect contends, messages, and syeho-

sociological principles that have governed communications since its inception.

1 3oyd, Paul D. , o?. .cit. pp. 3-4.
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Others set to work busily producing porters, booklets, audio-vi?v.al aid?, e tc . ,

as if there were assy truth to the idea that "you can't zet enough of a jood thing".

St i l l others decide to do nothing at a l l , because there's no budget. The -oint

I wich to ;na'-:e is that social communication must contend with many barriers:

those imposed on us by outside structures', thoee rs-ised by technology, and those

of our own making, which arise through neglect or through lack of proper training.

But there is a further point, oaunders"" point? to some other limitations

which ecu be laid to planner?, technicians, and practitioners. According to this

author, whore experience in communications is perhaps! the sounc.ert to be found,

the communication? technology now available is adequtje for the job to be done.

"lowevcr, there is a great imbalance between the tec:in|olo23r "-nd the degree of

commitment.

Conmitment

The lack of commitment to our goals is evident in every sphere, from the

university clown to the field-work level. There are no communications policies, but

there are not enough professional communicator? either. I cannot -rv.ote fi:rare? in

support of this statement, but I suspect that there are more academics —with

"Ir.rters or PhD decrees— than there are communicators

decree of o::rertire ;.nd experience, working full tine

of some senior officials in international or^anizatio

at the base with ?or.e

. Ov.'inj £o the rhort-eirhtecness

as, the only three projects

which were devoted to training communication practitioners in the content of

international pro.~r2.r1s have ceased to exist.

1 Sr.ury.or?, lylo, "Communications Issues," in Inter.:?.ti3iir.l Vflorkrfro1 Vtor'rrtcog or.
, Robert ?.. 31 i.':.Com:r.vr.ic.?-tions in ?cunily Plaiziin,? Programs. Final Report

Carolina Population Center, U. of llorth Carolina ai Chapel " i l l , ; : . Carolina l?~0.
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I refer to the now defunct Centro Interamericr.no de Adiectr-.niento en

Comunicadion para Poblacion, CIACCP, (interamericcn Renter for rr..iniag in

Communications for Population Activities), which operated i:i Costa Rica, to the

comparable prosrtun offered by the University of Chic^ro, -jicl to that of the

ZDast-fest Communications Institute of the University of Hawaii. The Servicio

c.e Intercr,:.-.bio Sientifico del Institute Intcramericano e Ciencir.s Ajricol-s

(Scientific 3=cl:case Service of the Interanerican Institute of Agronomy) of the

(US, based in Turrialba, Cocta Hica, had also ceased to exist before there.

There is commitment, of course, but it is c. 'tindjof commitment which is

tied up with "i.nare-mahing" in every field. There i^ commitment the production

of roods and the fabrication of falsehood, not to corjnunication in support of

development.

Resources

In cori.-ranication, as in ajiy other activity, return is usually commensurate

with investment. Small investments mean limited gains. Businesses that do not

advertise soon face hard times or disappear. Industries th"t advertise tend to grow.

There are human, economic, and material resources, aAd. no one can function

without the others.
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Professionalism

Corn runic.?.-:ion ic a 'professional function which should be entrusted to

trained individuals -rith experience in the various r.fpect? of development.

Ii cones as no surprise th^t in Latin A.-.eric.", evma the major r.iedia face a

scarcity of exports in given areas of development. Je tend to disregard the

potential for creativity that exists in the advertisir.g agencies, in the

radio and television studios, and among members of the press and graduate

university faculties.

Incon;̂ ruous though it nay seem, there ezist some limited possibilities to

obtain ac-.denic training in social communication; on the other hand, there ie

little or -.10 opportunity to obtain training as a practitioner in the field. Here

again, the histories of CIACGP, Chicago, and Hawaii zjure to the point.

Training

I have been particularly struck by a fact which I shall —perhaps generously—

refer to as singular. Most international organisations which support development

generally have a genuine interest in furthering the attainment of objectives

for the common good. :/ith that end in view they invest funds —at tines substantial,-

for the development of a variety of projects. Counterpart national agencies

indicate what they need, when, and where.

3ut, curiously enough, there are instances in which the counterpart agencies

do not request systematic training for specific projects and the international

organizations do not take care to verigy that there are professional communicators

among the personnel for the projected operation. ITot that se.-iinars, workshops, and

training programs are not organized, or fellowships fpr the purpose not granted.

Cf course they ore. 3ut --there's always a "but11— hjow many of these activities

are designed to advance a specific project?
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I recall, in this connection, and without exaggeration, being invited

to a courre in trade-unionism in Germany, beinr ashed to aa'ce ?.n observation

tour of the United States to take note of the machinery for personnel selection

in certain industries, being invited ;o take a c|ourre ir. applied

educational teclmi^ues for the medical sciences, and̂  so forth.

I h.ve ::,y o-.m. ideas about instruction and tr-ining. They ?.re not altogether

original, of course. 3ut I do feel that they are nonetheless valid. I think,

for e::ar.iple, that training activities sho-Id be preceded by a very careful

selection of the trainees, .-fit hi n a single project^ of whatever hind, we can

find what I call generator?, continuers, activatore^legitimators, and producers

in the field of communication, without including in these areas the professional

communicators.

I hr.ve prepared a typology of communicators, presented below, taking as

established the premise that those who use communication as a basic working

tool, whatever their field, are communicators and need training.



Typology of Communicators

1. Generators (policy level)

- Minister? of State

- Tice-IIivup-berp of State

- Ministerial Counselors

- Department Heads

- Project Directors

- Pro£r£n..:ir-£ specialists

- Budget Officers

2. Continuers (technical level)

- Supervisors

- Go—ordinators

-Technicians (e.g. engineers, physicians, etc.)

- irurees

- ITurses1 aides

- Social Jorhers

- Health Educators

- nutritionists

- Agricultural extension workers

- Agronomists

- Economists

- T.Vban planners

- HcoloriFts

- Psr/cliolo^iFts

- Sociologists

- "one Improvement formers
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3. Activators-Le-ritinators (operational level)

- F\"blic relation? -orkers

- irational, regional, local leaders

- !7-atur.-;l and fornal leaders

- International leaders

- 3duc?.torc

- Advertising workers

- Survey workers

- Editor? of publications

- Jelfare interviewers

- ITewewriter? (for press, radio, and television)

- Agronomists

- Pharmacists

- Clergymen

- Field workers (door to door)

- Agricultural extension workers

- Midwives

- Volunteers

3. Producers (specialised technical level)

- "Creative workers" (producing written, visual,

- Script-writers (for radio, television, nnd visual presentations)

- Draftsmen

- ITarrators

- 3o-jaid engineers

- 3c.it ore

- Photogra-hers

r oral aessages)
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This1 list, of course, is intended as nothing more than a point of departure,

c. /-uide in the tap1.: of• painstakingly defining the specific functions of each

individual, and those of people who, by force of circumstances, ere rometimes

called upon to act as "reneraliets". 3ach communicator takes hie place at his

own level in terms of his particular functions, producing results which vary

with individual objectives.

Thus, for inrtance, the "generators" can deploy their activity in an

unrestricted dimension, while the "continuers", for their part, hr.ve a more

linited scope and one which differs fron that of the "activators", who are

confined to very closely circumscribed areas or fields. The producer?, ir. turn,

act a? specialised auxiliaries necessary for the oth^r c:.te.-;ories of the typology.

In an orderly and systematic training program, applicant trainees should

be selected from a list such as the one described, not by "dead reckoning",

as tends most often to be the case.

Organization

Following oaunders's line of thinking, it must Tji recognized that, with

some very narrowly circumscribed exceptions, Latin Anerio~n countries do not

possess entities charged with regulating social communication. 3ach sector tends

to have its oim communication structure and manages it without reference to other

related sectors.

"'hat is the reason for this lack of organization} I will not protend to have

the answer to th:.t question, but it should be pointecfl out that hero again

the internal structures ' of official and private entities have a

hand in the matter. Ministers of Stats, for example, are political entities, in the

restricted sense given the word in Latin America. Technical experts claim to have

their own problems and dismiss communication. The communicators themselves plead

lack of funding and time. And so on and so forth.

Perhaps this situation, which I have experienced personally, also underlies

the trend toward jumbled messages I described earlier.
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Participation.

According to Roux community participation does npt readily emerge of

i ts otm accord. Motivation and persuasion -ire necessary at first io mobilise

V.xe people, 2nd they must afterwards be given continuing stimulation. Host

ir.clivicVa-.lc will not participate in community activities unless they can

perceive some direct benefit. Individualism must be taken as a social fact,

and it is ingenuous to believe that voluntary co-operr.tion iz easy to achieve,

especially in health activities, since, as Gladstone observes, people tend to

look after their health only when they are sick.

Although emphasis has been placed on the fact that "without the participation

of the local population, health cervices are unable to respond to the charging

needs of the population" , community participation has usually been reduced to

mere utilization of . trained local personnel as auxiliaries.

1 De Hour:, Gustavo I . , op. c i t . , p. 12.
2 Gladstone, I . , "Motivation and Health Education", iji American Journal of

Public health, vol. 3?, 194°.
3 Pan-American Health Organisation, Guia para la 0rr?bicaci6n de oervicios de

Salud. en .Ire .? Rurales y la Utilizacion de Personal Auxili-r (Guide for the
Organization of He .1th cervices in Rural Areas and for the Use of Auxiliary
Personnel), scientific publication Ho. 290, Washington, 1974.
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"However," the FHO adds, "we have the experience of Guatemala, where the

co.-n..unity doe? participate, and also selects or disqualifies the health aiz-ilizry

through ?. committee that also takes charge of nonitorihg sales of crujs and

progTan expenses, cjid organising activities designed to benefit z,rxiculture and

cottage industries."

Dir.2 3ordenave , in an anal;/sis of participation and its determining

f-ctors, ruote? "arbrjio , who refer? to "three contexts of differing sociological

characteristics: being part of something; having a par|t in something; and taking

part in something." Another author, Tonasetta , explains that "the first context

refers to a status which can be granted or withdrawn; the second, a function

which nay be active or passive; the third, a direct, action."

From the foregoing, Diaz Bordenave indicates, i t

cipation has certain determining factors which are in

can bo inferred that parti-

ther.iselves varied and rather

complex. He adds that, like, communication, it is associated with man'2

social nature. "But, also as with communication, participation can be deliberately

promoted and guided.

Theoretically, Barbano stresses, an individual mayj find himself in any one

of those three contexts; in practice, this may not always be so, for the sociological

conditions of participation depend on a threefold set of factors: (a) on the

ma!:e-up and structure of the social fabric, (b) on the

of political and trade-union associations, and (c) on

values of the rocial system. In this regard Tomasetta

organisation .-.nd activities

the means, of integration and

notes, s t i l l on the

-uotction from Diaz 3orclenave, "The problem of participation, then, is not one

1 FZO, ::eCi-l Auxiliasies. .Jashin.gton, 1?73.
2 Dir.n "oruen..ve, Ju.ui, 'Sspectoe politicos e implicr.ci

r%rticip.,:orir." (Politic-.l asyects -jid pol i t ical imr
co.nunic. tion) in Pr i . s r "; a .-i i n r.r i o !%:j no ame r ic r.no :;

•ner pol i t ic :• .".e 1.-. co :ur.ic?.cion
lic-.ti-r.s of p-r t ic iratory

r.o-.it.:ic".cion r-r t ic i"? . tor ia ,
'.uito, Ecuador, lpT&.

3 -rj?'3 .no, 7. , 'tlo..dizioni e 7ome della rsrticip?.zioneV in Ccnri ^odcrni :*o.l, 1J .J2.
; ?o™r.settc, I . , Pzrtici-zcipn v Auto.-estian , Oxford U. Press, "evi Vor": 1964.
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of the •-•ur.ivfcit;/ of those taking part out of the r-uality of the part -;hich peo-le

have to -l.:,y. Consistently with larbr.no's thir-!:in£, the content of 'havinj a

part to -l"-y' is lirJ:ed to 'the opportunity —recognized or claimed— to fulfil

-. function i:i the life of ?. ;~roup or co-:: •••nity."

According to "eisner , alro quoted oy Diaz 2or;"en:..ve, participatory ^e'vr.vior

i? "the result of a -umber of aspirations, which in tizrn depend on certain

attitude!? shaped by a given level of information." In other :;ords, there -.re

certain f-.ctorr -.r'-.ich influence participatory "behavior:

- '..'h-.vt fie individual 'nio-.rs, i . e . how :.iuch information he har a":out the

groups in His surrounding in -.:hich he could participate;

- -:hat the individual t:u;V-g .inc. feels , i .e . hij- attitude? in judjinr the

activities of the {̂ roup?;

- -:hat the individual -.ii?heF, i.e. his arpiratioiIF in terms of a rt:-.nd:. rd of

living, -.ihat he is working and rtrugrling to aihieve;

- .'hat the individual does to participate or notparticipate.

3ordenave concludes that "communication can be ?$en to be - -o'.'crful

influence on participatory behavior, rince it influences -eople'r perceptions,

information, feel in-s, aspirations, and decisions."

Jc should note the stri':in,~ consistency between "he sociological approach

described above and the rather more practically-oriented observations of louz/

v;.o -r-.dd? that "motivation to participate in health groups nay proceed alon^

ong of two lines: individual persuasion, direct or indirect (through lines of

opinion or local or-anisationp), or mas? persuasion.

succes?ful"7 used in TO .e co..-.munit-- levelopient ^rotrais, nay involve the d^n^er

of -rovj7ir_- e::pect..tionr .;.ich the program or project is not equipped to satirf:/."

1 Heir-nor, Albert, Animation. Participation, et Deve]0T3-?err.errs, ;.r»::nE Ant.:ro-os

- 33 ?.ou;:, op. c i t . , p . 12.



"e •;.!so points out that "it ic important to cc.rr.-f- out checks on the

effectiveness of .nesssjes co.n'oinins liecdV-. information with r.^icultv-r.-.l

ir.foivii-.tion. "ener-lly, the zessages cr.rry no re or less vilified contor.tr

--(- --7 therefore fr.il to ;.ttr:.ct the attention of tliose -rho world h"ve the

jre-.tert interest in p-rticipr.tin,^ for reasons not r.ier.tioned in the ;.ieF.?-se."

-iccorJ.ini- to '"IZ~? , "...although it IF true th$.t prjticir.tion 'rj the

coru-aunitv fror. the very outset is esreivfcir.1 to ?ucce£fp, there is .?. prerequisite

"'-:c: nu?t evidently precede the first steps in the Operation: •?. commitment ':;/

the n-bioncl government to r.tlo?t the strategy." Of bourse, because, in Irj^e

ae-.sure, p^rticin-tian at ihe base will depend on attitudes in the hi-her echelons,

That -ttiturle r.u-ht be reflected through socir.l com^aiic-.tion, but it would

be hi-hly desirable for i t to be also an attitude of

"bein- there", of "tal'cinj with", and of "showing co:

oultiv-tinc a genuine interest, znd showing i t .

physical presence, one of

icern for". In short,

1 !.*"IC37, A otrr.tc.-r/- for 3aeic Services, "Tew York.
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Possible Area- of Action for Sefionsl T.TIC5? Perrounel

in DevGlo-inr l a s i c Services Project? for Children

Let UF now look at thin^F from the speci f ic Ftand^oint of a:i in te rna t iona l

?.~ency see^in^ to ?up:ort na t ional e f fo r t s to improve the l i v i z ? conditions- of

the :-o-iii-.tion. Perhaps the pos i t ion would be cl r i f l e d i f -:e zs'ced sor.:e

-;ue?tione such :.s? the following: ".Ihat can ULTIC37 do ±p " p a r t i c i p a t e " e f fec t ive ly

in decisions and in the implementation of nat ional pro.craniF in the region?

That -ues t ion , which doubtlef? has more Lhan one answer, may a l r e a ^ have been

answered by the i n s t i t u t i o n to which you belong, "owover, I have ta':en the

l i ' .er t - ; of preparing a diagram which may also be ueefi

r.p a nental eze rc i se :

ol in answer i t , or at l e a s t

TARGET AUDiatTCS | <-C3FICIAL AZ3A ZH AG3TCIIS

' IZTICZF STAFF
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Offici-l Area

1 national development policy (the Government pro^raq)

2 prorr--~i%C rrioritiee

3 "oasic services for children and social development in related fields?

4 diagnosis of the problem: magnitude, immediate effects, projections

5 institutional, operational, and con .unic~tion objeQtives for eacl: project

and for the problem as a whole

o official strategy for programming basic services fô r children

7 active dialogue with senior officials, technicians, and administrators of

services for children and social development in reictSd fields

S diagnosis of the support-communications situation in each development project

or program, parallel with a complete understanding of specific objectives

in each case.

The point is to have accurate information at hand for each of the eight

items listed under "official area." 3eing uninformed̂  on any of these points

in f-.\ct prevents an international civil servant from finding creative approaches,

from offering timely suggestions, and even from talking knowledgeably about the

problem with the key national official. On the other hand, a ?=iowledse of

political philosophies and activities the nation is j

remiine, fruitful dialogue. It will also facilitate

in the r.io.st favorable conditions. Hot to mention the

the well-informed civil servant will also gain resnec

Is this a rrrerfc deal to ask? ITaturslly i t i s . 3

ursuing will ensure a

action and participation

t , under such circumstances,

t and status.

ut it i? true, as a popular

say in- in r.iy country puts it, that one must "be considerate sven in giving."

ouch consideration, is an art, and is even more difficult when the giver comes

from outside and his presence is undermined by the perception that he is just

a bureaucrat cut off from the problems of the country.
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Other Amendeg

A? rerards the other agencies engaged in international support work, the

problem may be reduced to one of liaison activities: ensuring co-ordination to

avoid duplication of effort, looking for opportunities for joint endeavor

(always respecting the basic rules and identity of each party), and a constant

exchange of information to ensure that each agency is advancing in parallel

fashion and to present to the country and the government an image of consistent

and unified inter-agency thinking.

Personally, I attach great import-nce to this kir

describe i t as liaison activity, let me clarify that

require earnest assessments of opinions, opportunitie

d of action. Although I

it involves contacts that

s and strategies in diverse

areas of action that can prove to be complex in practice.

If they can avoid i t , international organisations should not go on working

each along its separate ways, as if their purposes anp reasons for being were

not in fact very similar.

3ut you are surely better qualified than I to perjceive t'.ie desirability of

co-ordinated inser-agency work, as a fielc. of endeavor rroper to 117103?.

I believe that you could also improve the model I have presented here, al;:\ys

bearing in mind that I refer in particular to communication activities in support

of development.

Tarcet Audience

Although the direct relationship with the audience is not necessarily a

do to establish a

positive. In reality the

ions of "image".

natter of priority, everything that the personnel can

relationship people on the scene is bound to be

importance of this relationship stems from cousiderat

n
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You are purely -ware that, rightly or wrongly, sjo.ie international agencies

have a negative image of eone of our countries, and there have even been

capes of offers of assistance being rejected outright. An agency —HTIC331,

for e::ara;le— will find a better reception at the upper echelons of government

if it enjoys a degree of support at the base. That, from a disinterested point

of view, ir the importance of taking this area of action seriously. And this

doe? not for a moment iaply that we are casting doubt upon the fact that

ITTICEF. and all the agencies are ultimately operating exclusively with a view

to the needs - and the advancement of the people off the developing countries-.

From a technical standpoint, however, the etaff of an international r.jency

should be able to res-pond to application? for a?ripijr.nce in selecting the

target audience for ?. project. It should also contribute ideas and action

ill tar'cs such ae the selection of coa.aunity leaders, co •Jiunity participation,

the organization of systems of information feedback, and other rinilar matters.
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